
 

Corn Techno-Fundamental Update         October 21, 2019  

USDA will soon begin collecting survey data for the November Crop Production report, which will in 

turn feed into the WASDE Supply/Demand estimates. There are still significant questions about final 

yield and production, with some freeze damage likely, and questions about harvested acres following the 

snowstorms in the Upper Midwest and northern Plains. USDA will re-survey for harvested acres in ND 

and MN for this November report.  There are also questions about the demand side of things, notably the 

miserable US corn export sales and shipments since September 1.  

The left hand column shows USDA changes to old crop numbers made in October. Most of these were 

necessitated by the Grain Stocks report, which showed inventory well below previous expectations and 

forced USDA to modify not only their 4Q use numbers, but also the June 1 Grain Stocks.  That is water 

over the dam as they say, as the marketing year ended on August 31. As you can see from the yellow 

column, there are still minor questions about individual categories, but the stocks number is locked in. 

We’ll focus on 2019/20 production and use for the rest of this Update.  

 



The center column with the white background contains the WASDE estimates from the October report. 

Anything in red was revised from the September issue. Harvested acres were cut slightly, but yield was 

increased. Total supply was still seen 644 million bushels smaller than the marketing year just ended. We 

covered the line item changes in our Highlights SRR and don’t need to repeat them here. Suffice it to say 

that the WAOB hiked the projected cash average price for the year 20 cents to $3.80, but estimated a 

larger carryover than the trade expected, at 1.929 billion bushels.  IF the cash average price proves to be 

$3.80, AND we have an average annual trading range for marketing years with stocks/use >10%, we 

would expect the full year futures range to be $3.47 to $4.61 or $1.14. Since September 1, it has been 62 

½ cents, running from $3.40 to $4.02. That is close to the expected low on the downside.  The current 

futures price of $3.87 is just barely in the middle third of the expected price range. It suggests some 

downside risk but doesn’t favor cash sales without re-ownership.  

We strongly suspect that the crop size isn’t what USDA showed in October, but also suspect that their 

export forecast is too high based on the marketing year to date.  The three green columns to the right are 

Brugler estimates for the balance sheet under alternative scenarios for those variables. Consumption rises 

to the right as expected average price decreases and declines on higher prices.  Exports are particularly 

sensitive to price but are unlikely to drop as dramatically as they did in 2012 (only 731 million bushels for 

the entire year) because world stocks/use ratios are more comfortable for both corn and wheat than they 

were then.  

We suspect that corn exports are overstated. As of the October 17 Export Inspections report, shipments 

totaled only 3.04 MMT (119.67 million bushels).  That’s only 38% of year ago.  At that rate, 1Q exports 

would only be 241 million bushels. Last year totaled 632 mbu thanks to a Brazilian drought. 1Q exports 

two years ago were 349 million bushels. The quarter doesn’t end November 30, so there is some time to 

catch up. We do expect larger US sales in November, as South American supplies dry up.  Our best 

estimate is 1.78 billion bushels for the full year, assuming cash average price is $4.10 or below. We have 

them at 1.84 billion with a similar price to USDA’s $3.80, down 60 million. Exports see high elasticity 

and drop off sharply as price rises. In the left most green column, they drop 550 million bushels from the 

USDA assumption if the cash average price for the year is 80 cents higher.  

As we cautioned in the early July Techno, “On the yield side, we want to be cautious about dialing back 

our assumptions too quickly. We all know that mudding in corn can be problematic, and late planting can 

result in pollination issues if said pollination occurs under high temps because of maturity delays. That 

said, neither late planting nor wet conditions are statistically reliable indicators of yield.”   

USDA is honoring that lack of statistical reliability and being slow to lower yields. The crop condition 

ratings (which they don’t explicitly use) do point to a 168 bpa standing yield. Anecdotal reports are 

running 10-15 bpa below last year’s record yields but are notorious for selective reporting bias. We know 

of producers with record yields, but you aren’t seeing those reports on Twitter or Facebook.  What we do 

know is that most years final yield is within 2% of the Brugler VCT yield driven by your own unbiased 

(we hope) yield reporting. The VCT was 167.2.  Knocking off 2% for freeze damage and extra holes in 

the fields would take us to 163.8 bpa, so we used 164 for our “Best fit” yield.  Our judgement is that yield 

reports more than 20 bpa below last year are too few and far between to take the US average yield 20 bpa 

below year ago, so we’re using 155 as the bull case.  Keep in mind that 14% of the crop is still not 

mature, so some incremental yield loss is still possible on that front.  



The rightmost green column is the bigger production picture, with harvested acreage identical to the last 

WASDE and final yield 7.9 bpa worse than last year. Our forecast gets some growth in ethanol use vs. the 

tighter stocks cases because the average price is similar to this year. At $3.85 cash, the average futures 

range would be $3.52 to $4.66 in an average trading range year for stocks/use over 10%.  Current Dec 

corn prices at $3.87 are only 31% of the expected range for the upcoming marketing year.  

The middle green column is what we consider most likely based on today’s info. At 81.6 million 

harvested acres and a 164 bpa yield, the crop would be 13.4 billion bushels and our estimated ending 

stocks would be 1.66 billion bushels. The average cash price would be above this year @ $4.10, which 

does eat into export market share.  Current December futures of $3.87 are in the bottom 10% of the 

expected 12-month price range under this scenario.   This is a “no sales” scenario.  

The left most green column is the bull scenario, with harvested acres dropped 1 million following the re-

survey, and using the 155 bpa yield. However, price rationing also eats into consumption by 615 million 

bushels vs. the WASDE base case.  At 9.6% stocks/use ratio, we get cash at $4.50-4.60 for the year, and 

showed $4.60 here. Under that low yield/production situation, the expected futures range would be $4.17 

to $5.56.  We are clearly not trading it, with the current December futures 35% below the BOTTOM of 

the expected range.  

What do you do here?  

Due to the technical sell signals, we had AMP clients options hedged prior to the August crop report with 

long December 450, 430 and 400 puts.  Those were cashed out, and then partially replaced with Dec 390 

puts after the September rally.  AMP clients have been advised to also sell March 430 calls or Dec 420 

calls vs. 20% of production (at higher prices than present) to get paid to wait.  Cash only marketers should 

be at least 40% priced.  

            Alan Brugler 

P.S. These Techno-Fundamental tables are updated at least monthly and sometimes weekly. They are 

always available to those viewing our monthly Ag Marketing Strategy Group webinars and are updated in 

real time for those clients with our ChartBook II service enhancement.  Call the office at 402-697-3623 

for access information.  

AMP customers are always welcome to call to discuss your personal options.  

There is a risk of loss in futures & options trading.  There are similar risks to producers of the cash 

commodity. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.  Data is from sources we 

believe to be reliable, but errors are possible. Please notify us of anything that looks unusual and we’ll 

investigate or confirm it.  
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